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Piano,with its beautiful tone and rich performance,regarded with great favor by 
the general public. But how to conquer a solid technical foundation for further arts of 
piano playing is an neglected and misapprehensive problem and it is also an important 
subject to most piano players. As the popularity of piano, some teaching problems 
have gradually exposed, such as the lack of foundation , incorrectness of playing and 
so on. These problems arised mainly attribute to the uncorrect teaching methods and 
learning habits which makes students fall to form a systematic concept and to master 
the basic playing technique. Hence, our urgent affairs are adopting morden methods 
of piano teaching and building up the cognition of systematic piano playing for 
students. 
Nowadays, more and more teachers and students devote themselves to the 
research of piano playing foundation and teaching methods. A large number of the 
educators at home and abroad have done a lot useful contribution in this area. Many 
pianist summed up a lot of the basis of effective practice and explore the scientific 
method of playing.Which have provided us with valuable experience and reference 
material. Author, in the years of piano teaching experience and pratise has collected 
variety of piano performance and teaching theories and experience. As a player and 
educator, author has analyzed every kinds of piano playing ways, and hope to 
summarize a set of effective teaching method and hope that it is committed to people 
who are teaching piano and to piano learners as well as  those parents. 
This paper, combining teaching practice with performance experience, 
introduces the basic technique of piano playing and the matters needing attention 
during the practice in part of three respects : non legato, legato and staccato; and it 
further discuss usage of all kinds of piano techniques through the in-depth analysis on 
different piano works in order to enable these techniques to form a systematic system 
and to facilitate mutual learning and exchange. 
The main thesis is divided into three chapters.The first Chapter mainly 













needing attention of Non Legato in entry phase of piano playing . The second chapter 
is further discusses the Legato technique learning after Non Legato practice. The third 
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图示 2 
 
①提起                                ②落下 
 
③放松                                 ④提起 
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